We perform a topological analysis of homoclinic chaos in an experimental dynamical system: the glow discharge (GD). The geometrical model accounting for the stretching and folding mechanisms in the GD attractor is the horseshoe template. The presence of a homoclinic orbit induces a structure on this template, allowing us to predict the qualitative dynamical behavior as the GD approaches homo clinicity. Nowadays, the characterization of chaos &om the analysis of observed chaotic data mainly follows two general approaches [3] . The metric approach extracts metric invariants &om the dynamics and the topological approach is concerned with invariants obtained &om the topology of the strange attractor. Both metrical and topological invariants are independent of coordinate changes, but only topological invariants remain invariant under smooth parameter changes. The central object in the topological approach is the "template" [4 -6], which is essentially a geometrical model of the chaotic dynamics. We are interested in the topological aspects of the Bow originated by the reported [7, 8] GD [7]. In the latter, while approaching the homoclinic orbit, there is evidenced a rich bifurcation sequence known as an alternating periodic-chaotic (APC) sequence. This is made up of self-induced oscillations on the GD current displaying an alternation of periodic and chaotic patterns of large and small amplitude oscillations. The experimental results presented in this paper are obtained &om a dc-excited GD, the setup of which can be found elsewhere [7] . The operating conditions are such that the GD presents an APC sequence induced by the change of a control parameter (voltage feeding the GD). For a typical bifurcation diagram see Ref. [8] .
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The knowledge that deterministic equations of motion may have complex nonperiodic solutions was originated by Poincare as he introduced the homoclinic tangle [1] . For [2] .
Nowadays, the characterization of chaos &om the analysis of observed chaotic data mainly follows two general approaches [3] . The metric approach extracts metric invariants &om the dynamics and the topological approach is concerned with invariants obtained &om the topology of the strange attractor. Both metrical and topological invariants are independent of coordinate changes, but only topological invariants remain invariant under smooth parameter changes. The central object in the topological approach is the "template" [4 -6] , which is essentially a geometrical model of the chaotic dynamics. We are interested in the topological aspects of the Bow originated by the reported [7, 8] homoclinic behavior in the glow discharge (GD). In this sense the aim of this paper is twofold: first, to derive the template underlying the chaotic dynamics of the GD and second, to realize the structure induced on the template by the presence of a homoclinic orbit in the dynamics. From this we can establish a topological model which enables us to predict the dynamics of the GD as the control parameter is changed. This prediction concerns, for instance, selection rules for the symbolic sequence of the orbits. Our analysis enables us to address two important issues of the topological characterization of chaos: the pruning [9] of unstable periodic orbits and the change of the template induced by a control parameter variation.
An experimental system will never reach a homoclinic orbit because of unavoidable small Huctuations (noise). But in spite of this, a complex dynamical behavior (chaos) may be expected when the system in its phase space description is near a homoclinic orbit, as was demonstrated by Gavrilov and Shilnikov [10] . Experimental systems in which the dynamics is strongly inBuenced by the proximity of a homoclinic orbit, as analyzed in Ref. [10] , are, for example, a laser with a saturable absorber [ll] and a GD [7] . In the latter, while approaching the homoclinic orbit, there is evidenced a rich bifurcation sequence known as an alternating periodic-chaotic (APC) sequence. This is made up of self-induced oscillations on the GD current displaying an alternation of periodic and chaotic patterns of large and small amplitude oscillations. The experimental results presented in this paper are obtained &om a dc-excited GD, the setup of which can be found elsewhere [7] . The operating conditions are such that the GD presents an APC sequence induced by the change of a control parameter (voltage feeding the GD). For a typical bifurcation diagram see Ref. [8] .
In order to perform the topological analysis, we consider the C& ) chaotic window of the APC sequence (see Ref. [7] for the meaning of the notation) and now analyze thoroughly the structure of the corresponding phase space description. A 3D reconstructed phase space is obtained from the GD current time evolution I(t) applying the time delay embedding with X = I(t), Y = I(t +~), Z = I(t+ 2r), and v. = 0.96 ps. At the center of Fig. 1 is shown an XY projection of the attractor corresponding to the chaotic C(~r egime; the Bow is clockwise oriented.
The general feature of the dynamics in phase space consists [8] [9] are then constrained by this geometric structure and it is the goal of a topological analysis to establish a geometrical model that captures this intricate topological organization. The result is the "knotholder" or template [4] [5] [6] . Usually a template is obtained [6] by first searching for unstable periodic orbits in the attractor and then determining topological invariants (linking nuinbers, relative rotation rates, etc. ) which are related to the knotting and linking of the unstable periodic orbits on the attractor. On the basis of these topological invariants the template is identi6ed. We instead capture the global organization of the unstable periodic orbits by analyzing their support: the chaotic attractor. A template may be constructed following a complete revolution of an attractor's cross section [12] . The succeeding cross sections evidence the stretching and folding mechanisms of the attractor and how the flow is reinjected into itself.
That is essentially what the template has to show. We begin with cross section (a) of Fig. 1 and consider the segments TM and MB associated to two ribbons; they will be branches of the template. Now the TM ribbon is half-twisted and then both, after undergoing a lateral expansion, are glued together at a line called the branch line. Finally, the branch line is identified with the initial segment TB. The geometrical implementation of this transformation results in the "horseshoe template" [5] displayed in Fig. 3 . Thus, the template is formed by the projection of the Bow along the stable manifold, as described in Ref. [5] . Orbits of the How are then projected onto the template preserving their topological organization. Therefore, more precisely, the template is a semifiow (because inverse orbits are not unique at the branch line) on a branched 2D manifold. The outlined procedure to obtain the template has already been applied, for instance, in a numerical investigation of the Duffing oscillator [12] , and in the experimental study of a modulated laser [13] . Both systems are forced, which facilitates the topological analysis, while the GD is subject to no external forcing. The template we obtained is also confirmed [14] by the knot analysis of the unstable periodic orbits identified in the GD data, in the same way that the horseshoe template of a laser with saturable absorber is derived [15] .
In Fig. 1(a) , the location of point M in TB is not arbitrary. M is the &ontier between two regions in the phase space. One (TM) is associated to the reinjection mechanism, whereas the other one (MB) corresponds to the looping around the saddle cycle. These two distinct processes enable us to codify the GD dynamics with two symbols, R (reinjection) or L (looping), in accordance whether the phase space flow crosses TM or MB. The homoclinic orbit corresponds in phase space to one reinjection loop followed by an infinite number of loopings around the saddle cycle [7, 8] (this orbit is represented on the template of Fig. 3 ) and therefore the symbolic sequence BL will be associated to it. The same result is also obtained &om 1D return maps [8] .
The template of Fig. 3 corresponds to the homoclinic tangency (p, = 0). In this situation the chaotic attractor
is not yet hyperbolic [2] due to the coincidence between the stable and unstable directions at the tangency point. The complete hyperbolic regime sets in after the occurrence of the last tangency between W'(p) and W" (p), when then all possible periodic orbits are described by the symbolic dynamics on a complete binary (R or L)
tree. For parameter values p prior to the homoclinic tangency, the GD dynamics is likely not to be hyperbolic and therefore not all possible combinations of B and L have a counterpart in the observed periodic orbits (i.e., they are "pruned"). As p assumes positive values, the GD departs more &om hyperbolicity and therefore to account for the associated pruning process, we say that the unstable periodic orbits of the attractor are constrained to only a subset of the template of Fig. 3 . As p~0, the qualitative dynamics of the GD is modeled assuming that a larger extent of the template is visited by the orbits, permitting a larger amount of combinations between B and L. Based on experimental observations, we implemented this idea in Fig. 4 for the C~~and C~2c haotic windows of the APC sequence. According to the template construction, in Fig. 4 are represented the stretching and folding mechanisms for the C( ) (white drawing) and the C&2& (gray drawing) attractors. It is important to notice that, by action of f (see Fig. 2 ), the fold of the segments TqBq and T2B2, corresponding, respectively, to the C~~and C~~w indows, is asymmetric because f(T"M)) f(MB ) (n is the superscript of C(")). For the C( ) regime this is evidenced in Fig. 1(g ).
The inequality is still larger for the C~~r egime and it will become smaller for C~~regimes when n m oo. This is in agreement with the fact that, according to Fig. 2 , the "parabolalike" bendings of W" (p) depart exponentially from W'(p) as p rises (i.e., n -+ 0) [2] originating the growing inequality f(T M) ) f(MB ) On the.
other hand, at the homoclinic tangency (p = 0; n = oo), we have f(T M) = f(MB ) which implies that in Fig. 2 the location of f(T ) will then be (xT, O). The template (Fig. 3 ) corresponds exactly to this situation.
The BL homoclinic orbit splits this template into P~s trips (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , oo; they correspond to the shadowed areas delimited by the homoclinic orbit in Fig. 3 and are also represented at the left of Fig. 4) . The index n gives the number of loopings between two reinjections for orbits leaving a strip P~~. As p m 0, the segment TB approaches T B and thus increasingly more P~~s trips are allowed for the orbits. This process determines the permitted symbolic sequences. For example, in the C~r egime of Fig. 4 , MB2 crosses the strips P~~, P~~, and P(s); therefore a symbolic sequence R(L)4 is incompatible with this situation. At the branch line of the template the semifiow induces a 1D return map [5, 8] Fig. 2 [17] .
In conclusion, we have shown that homoclinic chaos in the GD is modeled by a horseshoe template. The template was obtained directly from the How's geometry resulting from the formation of a homoclinic tangle. The analysis is independent on the elected embedding; we have obtained the same result for a differential phase space embedding [6] . We have made the analysis of homoclinic chaos through a topological approach instead of the usual technique employing return maps for analyzing the orbit structure near homoclinic orbits [18] . Both approaches, regarding the information obtained &om the symbolic dynamics, are equivalent. But our topological analysis achieves a straightforward interpretation of the dynamical alterations in the GD which are reHected in the change of the template. In this situation, the approach based on maps presents the problem that the description passes from a simple 1D map to a troublesome 2D map. Our analysis is noise robust and there is no need of an explicit knowledge of the GD model equations.
Therefore the procedure outlined in this paper is also applicable to other dynamical systems, provided they have a faithful phase space representation.
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